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Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic on FY’21 Budget

● Town of Duxbury is projecting the “likely scenario” of a $2.0 million 
revenue shortfall.

● At a 60%/40% School/Town Split, the Duxbury Public Schools share 
of the shortfall is approximately $1.2 million. 

● It’s possible, if not likely, that the Town will commit at least $1,250,000 
from Free Cash and the Stabilization Fund to mitigate the impact. If 
that happens, the Duxbury Public Schools share of the shortfall is 
approximately $500,000.

● Decision to use Free Cash and Stabilization is not finalized, and even 
if it were, it would not be “official” until Town Meeting votes the budget. 



Reducing the FY’21 Budget 
● Important to remember that the original FY’21 budget was lean, and 

already less-than-level-service (including a reduction of 4.0 FTE). 
● Two Scenarios

○ Best Case:   Reduce FY’21 Budget by $500,000
○ Worst Case: Reduce FY’21 Budget by $1.2 million
○ Due to the uncertainty of the situation, we had no choice but to complete the 

exercise of reducing the budget by $1.2 million. 

● Only way to create sustainable budget cuts is to reduce personnel. 
● State law requires us to issue “reduction in force” notices by June 15, 

and thus we were not able to wait for the budget picture to become 
clearer before we made very difficult, and possibly unnecessary, 
layoffs and non-renewals. 



By the Numbers: Budget Reductions
● Total reduction: $1,219,602
● 20 different employees impacted, plus 5 unfilled positions (either RIF, 

Non-Renewal, or Renewal at a reduced FTE).
● 17.4 FTE 

○ Teachers 7.9 FTE
○ Instructional Assistants 4.0 FTE
○ Library/Admin/Office Assistants 4.5 FTE
○ Technology Support 1.0 FTE

● Non-FTE Personnel Reductions   $28,388
● Instructional Supplies    $24,070
● Teacher Turnover Savings  $178,242
● Reduced raises for self-contract employees     $70,000
● Trash/Recycling Contract - new vendor   $60,000

$858,902



Additional information

● Budget reductions impacted all four schools, and cut across many 
departments. Implications include:

○ Higher class sizes.
○ Limited staffing in key areas such as main offices and libraries, adversely impacting 

customer service and our ability to serve students/families.
○ Deferral of key Strategic Plan priorities, including cuts to HS Computer Science, and 

elimination of MS Social Worker.
○ One program elimination: Mandarin at DHS/DMS.

■ Should position not be restored, students will still need a pathway to meet HS 
graduation requirement.



Next Steps

● Continue dialogue with Town officials, Board of Selectmen, and 
Finance Committee; advocate for use of Free Cash/Stabilization.

● By June 25, budget picture should become clearer.
● Even if it appears that positions can be restored, we can not take any 

action until Town Meeting, which is not likely to be until early August.
● School Committee will need to revote FY’21 Budget before Town 

Meeting.


